WebSphere Process Server Versioning: From Design to Production

Introduction

Taking a WebSphere® Process Server application involving long-lived processes from design to production requires consideration and planning for many aspects to be successful. Designing a process versioning scheme is one of those aspects. Without a well-planned process versioning scheme, you might be prevented from introducing new functionality into production, and the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) costs will be higher.

This paper discusses certain design and packaging considerations for implementing an efficient process versioning scheme that provides maximum flexibility in terms of changing functionality of an application already in production.
Versioning and long-running processes

In WebSphere Process Server, long-running processes (or macro flows) are the main driver for designing a versioning scheme. The reason, as you already know, is because active macro flow processes are persisted in the BPEDB, and the application EAR that was used to instantiate them cannot be removed until all active (or in-flight) processes associated with the EAR have completed.

This means that if you want to change a long-running process, you have to use the process versioning capabilities of WebSphere Process Server.

Late binding and process templates

The method that WebSphere Process Server uses for versioning is to allow the creation of multiple versions of a process template. Each process can have many process templates, and each one will have the same process template name but different valid from dates. When a process instance is instantiated (created) for the first time, all of the available process templates will be found (in the BPEDB), and the one with the valid from date closest, but not past, the current date and time will be used. The process templates deployed can be seen using BPC Explorer (Figure 1).

![BPC Explorer v7 showing process templates](image)

Figure 1  BPC Explorer v7 showing process templates

**Note:** You can only view the process templates with the latest valid from dates with the BPC Explorer V6 and later.
Existing process instances are always tied to the process template that they were first instantiated with, and this is immutable. Also, the application EAR that contains the process template used to instantiate the long-running processes cannot be removed from WebSphere Process Server (neither an uninstall nor an update of the application is possible) until all of the long-running processes run to completion or are terminated.

To enable process versioning, WebSphere Process Server allows late binding of process templates so that the latest version of the process template can be used when a process is instantiated. Late binding means that the process template to be used for instantiating a process is determined at run time by the Business Process Choreographer (BPC) engine. To use late binding of processes, the process template name to use needs to be specified in the target process attribute (Figure 2) of the corresponding reference partner in the BPEL process (there is a reference partner in a BPEL process for every external import invoked from the BPEL process). So when the BPEL process calls out to another BPEL process through a reference partner with late binding configured, a runtime search will be made of all process templates with the name specified in target process attribute of the reference partner, and the one with the latest valid from date will be used to instantiate the process.

![Figure 2 - BPEL Properties dialog in WebSphere Integration Developer showing target process edit box](image)
Effects of packaging on versioning

Process versioning considerations influence how applications are packaged into individual modules.

The goal is to package your application so that the inevitable changes that you will make to your application affect as few modules (and therefore EARs) as possible.

Packaging SCA Java components

If an SCA Java™ component is called by more than one long-lived BPEL process, the SCA Java component should not be packaged with any of the long-lived BPEL processes. The reason is that if the SCA Java component must change, only its module must change.

Additionally, segregate your shared SCA Java components that are functionally related into one module and expose them with SCA Exports (or other binding types). SCA Java components are similar to micro flows in that they are not persisted in the BPEDB.

By packaging functionally related SCA Java components in the same module, it is easy then to change their implementation and re-deploy them. None of the other calling modules will require versioning (assuming that the interfaces remain the same). The only disruption is that the server might require a restart.

Packaging micro flows

BPEL micro flows that help implement a single functionality should be grouped together in one module and exposed with SCA (or other binding type) exports. BPEL micro flows are not persisted in the BPEDB. By packaging them in the same module, it is easy then to change their implementation and re-deploy them. None of the other modules are required to be versioned (assuming that the interfaces remain the same). The only disruption is that the server might require a restart.

All micro flow components that are called by more than one long-lived BPEL process should be packaged separately from the calling BPEL processes.

Packaging macro flows

BPEL macro flows always need to be versioned because their process instances are persisted in the BPEDB (long-lived), as explained earlier. Packaging each
macro flow in separate modules gives the most flexibility because you are not forced to version unmodified BPEL processes that happen to be packaged in the same modules as BPEL processes being modified. However, consider how many EARs you want to manage (the more EARs the more EARs you must build and deploy). The decision to package macro flows together in a single module should be made taking into consideration the fact that any change to the application implementation results in process versioning of all the macro flows contained in the EAR.

Consider the following scenario:

- BPEL component A is a long-lived process making a call to POJO X and Mediation M.
- BPEL component B is another long-lived process that only makes a call to Mediation M.

Table 1 lists the packaging options and their advantages and disadvantages for the above scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packaging option</th>
<th>Advantages and disadvantages based on degree of flexibility for process versioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package all components in a single module.</td>
<td>Any change to BPEL component A (that is, versioning of BPEL component A) necessitates versioning of BPEL component B. Therefore, this is a poor packaging choice if versioning of BPEL component A and BPEL component B does not necessarily happen simultaneously. Also, any change to the Mediation M or POJO X forces a process versioning of both BPEL component A and BPEL component B, so this is the worst packaging choice from a process versioning viewpoint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package A, X, and M in one module and B in a separate module.</td>
<td>If Mediation M or POJO X needs modification, then this packaging option forces process versioning of BPEL component A. In addition, though not very obvious, this option also has the same drawbacks of the first option above because BPEL component B makes a call to Mediation M. So if BPEL component A is versioned or if Mediation M is changed, the binding of the SCA import of Mediation M that has to be in BPEL component B’s module needs to be changed to point to the new module (which needs to be created due to versioning of BPEL component A). So this packaging is also not optimal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a leading practice, only those components that are called *only* by a macro flow contained in a module should be considered for inclusion into that module. Any component that is being called by other BPEL components from different modules need to be packaged in a separate module.

### Keeping Java snippets small

There is nothing wrong with Java snippets per se. However, keep the amount of Java code small in a Java snippet. Instead, package the Java code in a stand-alone JAR project and just call the Java code (in the JAR) from the Java snippet. This technique allows you to deploy the JAR in an external directory (via a WebSphere Classpath variable) or in a directory on the WebSphere classpath (such as \lib\ext). Then you can make changes to your Java code, package your new JAR file, stop the server, deploy the JAR file, and restart the server. Again, none of the other EARs will require a change.

### Packaging Java utility projects

If a Java utility project is embedded (deployed with a module) in an application containing a long-lived process, then any change to the Java utility project forces versioning of all the long-lived processes in a given module. To avoid this, consider the following packaging options:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packaging option</th>
<th>Advantages and disadvantages based on degree of flexibility for process versioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package A and B in one module and X and M in another module.</td>
<td>This packaging might not cause maintenance problems, if BPEL component A and BPEL component B are tightly coupled in terms of versioning (that is, a change to BPEL component A necessitates a change to BPEL component B and vice versa). Otherwise, this option is not optimal, as it forces versioning of both BPELs whenever there is a change to one of them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package A and B in separate modules and X and M in another module.</td>
<td>This is the optimal packaging for versioning, as any change to one component does not force versioning or change to another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package all components in separate modules.</td>
<td>This option also can be used when packaging for versioning. The number of application EARs increases though.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: If any shared component is included in the module containing a macro flow, then all the components that call this shared component have to be versioned when the macro flow is versioned.
unnecessary process versioning, any Java utility project intended for use by a long-lived process or by components packaged in the same module as a long-lived process should not be deployed with the module. Instead, use the Java utility project as a shared library.

**Note:** Certain constraints are applicable when using a Java utility project as a shared library. For details see the technote at the following website:


**Starting workflows through a version façade micro flow**

You should always have a BPEL micro flow that acts as a façade between your client application and the BPEL modules containing your workflow logic if the client application does not have process-versioning capabilities. This allows you to decouple BPEL versioning changes from your client application. For example, consider the scenario in which a client application (a UI application using a stand-alone reference or a POJO) needs to start a workflow in WebSphere Process Server by instantiating a long-lived process. If the client application has code to directly instantiate the long-lived process, then the client application always will have to be changed when the long-lived process is versioned. Instead, having the client application call a façade micro flow, which in turn calls the long-lived process via late binding, avoids changes to the client application when the long-lived process is versioned.

**Including library projects in your modules**

Because library projects can change and many of the artifacts stored there are interface artifacts (WSDL and XSD), package them with the BPEL modules that use them. This allows you to make changes to library projects without worrying about process templates with earlier *valid from* dates, because they will be tightly coupled with the versions of the library modules that they were built to use.

To be clear, it is not a leading practice to package implementation code (such as Java code) in SCA library projects either. The code should be packaged in its on project.
Limitations of process versioning

When making changes to an application, the following must be observed for process versioning to be effective:

- No namespace or signature changes for the interfaces should be implemented by long-lived processes.
- No namespace change should be made to the business objects used by the interfaces that are implemented by long-lived processes.
- No change should be made to the correlation set or correlation properties used by the long-lived processes.
- Other changes to the business objects should be backward compatible, and only optional attributes should be added to the business objects used by the long-lived processes.

Any change that does not conform to the limitations above should be a candidate for a new application implementation.

WebSphere Integration Developer V7 versioning wizard

WebSphere Integration Developer V7 has a new versioning wizard. In earlier versions of WebSphere Integration Developer, you had to manually copy and paste a new version of your WebSphere Integration Developer project with a new name. Then you had to open the new project and manually update every valid from date in every BPEL process. After that, you could make the required functional modifications.

The new WebSphere Integration Developer versioning wizard automatically creates a new version of a project and updates all of the valid from dates.
When you right-click a project, you will see the context menu. Select **New Process Version** (Figure 4 on page 10).

*Figure 3  Context menu for Business Integration projects*
On the next panel you can specify the name of your new project, or you can accept the default name (the wizard properly increments the version number) and click **Next** (Figure 5 on page 11).

---

**Figure 4**  Versioning wizard (first page)
On the next panel you can specify the valid from date to use. Every BPEL process (that you chose) in the project will be updated with this valid from date (Figure 6 on page 12).
In the next panel you can specify which BPEL processes should have their valid from dates updated (Figure 6). Make your selections and click Finish.

Figure 6 Versioning wizard (third page)
After the wizard finishes, you can make sure that the BPEL processes have the correct valid from dates by checking the BPEL process Properties dialog (Figure 7).

![Properties dialog](image)

**Summary**

This paper presented various aspects to consider for process versioning a WebSphere Process Server application. It covered ideas on how best to package the application into modules, how to use late binding, and how to edit application artifacts for versioning.

**Further information**

- WebSphere Process Server V6.2 Information Center Versioning Processes
  

- WebSphere Process Server V7 Information Center Versioning Processes
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